Top 5 Issues for 2016: Fiscal and Economic Development
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CSG Director of Fiscal and Economic Development Policy Jennifer Burnett outlines the top five issues for 2016, including strategic decisions following modest revenue growth, workforce development, public pensions, federal instability, and health care costs.

Modest Revenue Growth, Strategic Decisions
For states in the coming year, no news is good news when it comes to finances. For the last few years, states on the whole have seen a slow and steady increase in revenues. In the coming year, state leaders will have a little bit more breathing room when making fiscal decisions. States collected $912 billion in total tax revenues in fiscal year 2015—an increase of 5.6 percent over 2014 levels. Growth over this time was widespread—47 states reported growth—while three states, Alaska, Illinois and North Dakota, reported declines. For states reliant on natural resources, that cautious revenue growth could be derailed by volatility in the oil market. For other states, that breathing room comes with a complex set of choices: Do they shore up their savings or invest in infrastructure? In addition to decisions on saving for a rainy day and infrastructure investment, state leaders may begin taking a look at tax reform, but it is unlikely there will be significant changes in tax policy anytime soon.

Workforce Development, Wages and Innovation
States are looking for innovative strategies to overhaul economic development programs and tie those strategies to workforce development goals, including worker re-training programs. That will mean identifying ways for the public, private and academic sectors to work together more efficiently to create and sustain high-paying jobs and foster an environment conducive to entrepreneurial investment. In addition, a renewed focus and commitment by the federal government on workforce development through programs like the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, or WIOA, will help drive policy and provide resources for state initiatives in 2016.
Public Pensions Remain a Priority
Public pensions will continue to be a major area of concern for many states as accounting requirements and the financial assumptions used to calculate how much states must pay into their systems transition. State-run retirement systems had a $968 billion shortfall in 2013, but recent strong investment returns, new accounting standards and state reforms have led to a reduction in unfunded liability for a majority of states. However, shortfalls are expected to remain between $800 and $900 billion in 2016, which means pensions will remain a big fiscal concern for state leaders in the coming year.

Federal Instability Trickles Down
As the federal appropriations process remains largely dysfunctional, that volatility and instability will continue to affect states negatively. Federal dollars made up 30 percent of state revenue in fiscal year 2013—a decline after reaching a peak of 35.5 percent in fiscal 2010 after the Great Recession. However, Congress has not approved all 12 appropriations bills on time since 1996, and it has relied on the use of stopgap continuing resolutions, also known as CRs, and omnibus bills to provide federal appropriations. That causes significant uncertainty, making it difficult for state and local governments to manage fiscal resources and plan strategically.

Health Care Continues to Dominate Budgets
Health care will continue to be a substantial part of state spending, which means states will continue to invest resources to deliver health care services in the most efficient manner to residents while keeping costs low by placing a bigger emphasis on evidence-based strategies. In fiscal year 2014, state spending on Medicaid grew 4.4 percent and in fiscal year 2015, state spending on Medicaid is expected to grow 4.8 percent. Medicaid will make up an estimated 27.4 percent of total state spending (state and federal dollars) in fiscal year 2015. In addition, 30 states and the District of Columbia have expanded Medicaid eligibility to 138 percent of the federal poverty level as allowed by the Affordable Care Act, and they will be required to contribute matching funds beginning Jan. 1, 2017.
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